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Messaging

The world and technology are once again transforming.



• Chit-chat

• Emotion/Sentiment Analysis 

• Multi-turn (Most of time)

Specific 
Knowledge

General
Knowledge

• QA/QG

• Web Search

• Single-turn (Often)

• Intent Detection/Slot Filling

• Dialogue Management

• Single-turn/Multi-turn
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Human-in-the-Loop (HI)
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Image
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1950 1960s 1980s1970s 1999-2007 20111990s 2014 2015 2016 Present

Turing Test

Restricted Domain QA

Natural Language Interface to Database 
(NLIDB) – 1960s
• BASEBALL, 1961
• LUNAR, 1971

Reading Comprehension – 1970s
• QUALM, 1977
• …

Dialogue System – 1970s~1990s
• SHRDLU, 1972
• UNIX Consultant, 1988
• …

Text REtrieval Conference (TREC), QA Task

TREC-8, 1999
• The first open domain QA task
• Answer document retrieval

TREC-9, 2000
• Answer span retrieval

TREC, 2003
• Answer passage retrieval

…

IBM Watson in 
Jeopardy!

Microsoft Cortana & 
Xiaoice

Apple Siri Amazon Echo

Google Home

more 
names 
not in 
this 
list

, 
due 
to 

space
…



KBQA (知识图谱问答)



(知识图谱问答)

Chinese Knowledge Graph 
(BingKnows)



(表格问答)



(文本问答)



PassageQA (文本问答)

What is the Mogao Caves famous for?

The Mogao Caves are the best known 

of the Chinese Buddhist grottoes, and 

one of the four famous ancient 

Buddhist sculptural sites of China.

Can I take photos in the Mogao Caves?

Please use the cold-light torch within 

the Mogao caves, as the camera’s 

flashing is destructive to the wall 

paintings

The history of Mogao Caves is so 

mysterious!

The snacks in Dunhuang is very delicious.

The construction of the Mogao Caves near 

Dunhuang is generally taken to have 

begun sometime in the fourth century CE, 

a Buddhist monk named Lè Zūn had a 

vision of a thousand Buddhas bathed in 

golden light at the site in 366 CE, inspiring 

him to build a cave here.

The meat of Donkey Meat Pasta is tender, 

sweet and delicious, and is also low in fat 

and high in protein. 







Today’s focus!





Neuron (神经元)
( )

compute 
output

connected with 
other neurons

accept 
input

transfer output, if 
activated

a sum = ቊ
+1 sum ≥ 0
−1 sum < 0

sum =
i=1

m

xiwi



Separate Cats and Dogs with Neuron

?



x1

x2 y2

y1h1

h2

w1

w2

w3

w4

w5

w6

w7

w8

IsCat

IsDog

Left/Right

Above/Below

𝐬𝐨𝐟𝐭𝐦𝐚𝐱 function squashes a K-dimensional vector Z
of arbitrary real values to a K-dimensional vector σ(Z)
of real values in the range [0, 1] that add up to 1.



x1

x2 y2

y1h1

h2

w1

w2

w3

w4

w5

w6

w7

w8

neth1 = w1 ∗ x1+w2 ∗ x2

outy1 =
1

1 + e−nety1

outh1 =
1

1 + e−neth1

nety1 = w5 ∗ outh1+w6 ∗ outh2

neth2 = w3 ∗ x1+w4 ∗ x2

outh2 =
1

1 + e−neth2

outy2 =
1

1 + e−nety2
nety2 = w7 ∗ outh1+w8 ∗ outh2

targety1

targety2

We want to adjust weights {wj}
to ensure that each out𝑦i is as 

close to target𝑦i as possible.



E =
1

2
(targety1 − outy1)

2+
1

2
(targety2 − outy2)

2wi
+ = wi − α

𝜕E

𝜕wi

x1

x2 y2

y1h1

h2

w1

w2

w3

w4

w5

w6

w7

w8

𝜕E

𝜕w5
=

𝜕E

𝜕outy1
∗
𝜕outy1

𝜕nety1
∗
𝜕nety1

𝜕w5

𝜕E

𝜕w1
=

𝜕E

𝜕outh1
∗
𝜕outh1
𝜕neth1

∗
𝜕neth1
𝜕w1

Chain Rule



Sentence Embedding

Word Embeddings

Source Sequence

Neural Network

Neural Network

Sentence Embedding

Word Embeddings

Target Sequence

Neural Network

Neural Network

Neural Network

Classification Task
(question-answer, question-question, question-predicate, etc.)

Sentence Embedding

Word Embeddings

Source Sequence

Neural Network

Neural Network

Sentence Embedding

Word Embeddings

Target Sequence

Neural Network

Neural Network

Neural Network

Generation Task
(question/answer generation, question paraphrasing, etc.)



Jθ =
1

T


t=1

T

log p wt wt−n, … , wt−1, wt+1, … , wt+n

p wt wt−n, … ,wt−1, wt+1, … , wt+n =
൯ex p( hTvt
′

σwi∈V
൯ex p( hTvwi

′

Jθ =
1

T


t=1

T



−c≤j≤c,j≠0

log p(wt+j|wt)

p wt+j wt =
ቁex p( vwt

T vwt+j
′

σwi∈V
൯ex p( vwt

T vwi
′



ht = tanh Wh ⋅ ht−1 +Wx ⋅ xt + b = tanh(W ⋅ ht−1; xt + b)



δin,1 = δout,t ∗
𝜕hout,t
𝜕hin,t

∗
𝜕hin,t

𝜕hout,t−1
∗ ⋯∗

𝜕hin,2
𝜕hout,1

∗
𝜕hout,1
𝜕hin,1

Value range of 
𝐭𝐚𝐧𝐡(𝐱) and 𝐭𝐚𝐧𝐡′(𝐱)



Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)
(Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997)

𝐟𝐭 = σ(Wf ⋅ ht−1; xt + bf) 𝐢𝐭 = σ(Wi ⋅ ht−1; xt + bi)

෨Ct = tanh(WC ⋅ ht−1; xt + bC)

Ct = 𝐟𝐭 ⋅ Ct−1 + 𝐢𝐭 ⋅ ෨Ct 𝐨𝐭 = σ(Wo ⋅ ht−1; xt + bo)

ht = 𝐨𝐭 ⋅ tanh(Ct)

𝛅𝐤−𝟏 =
𝜕Ct
𝜕Ck−1

=
𝜕Ct
𝜕Ck

∗
𝜕Ck
𝜕Ck−1

= 𝛅𝐤 ∗
𝜕Ck
𝜕Ck−1

= 𝛅𝐤 ∗ (𝐟𝐤 +⋯)



Convolution Neural Network (CNN)

… Input Layer

Convolution 
Layer

Pooling 
Layer

Output 
Layer

)ci = f(WC ⋅ xi:i+d−1 + bC

ොcj = max{c1
j
, … , cN

j
}

)yO = tanh(WO ⋅ ොc + bO

Local Receptive Field

Weight Sharing

…



Encoder-Decoder Framework

…

x1 x2 x3 … xn

h1 h2 h3 hn

…s1 s2 s3 sm

y1 y2 y3 … /s

s 𝑦1 𝑦2 𝑦𝑚−1…

si = tanh(W ⋅ yi−1 + U ⋅ si−1 )



Encoder-Decoder Framework with Attention

…

x1 x2 x3 … xn

h1 h2 h3 hn

…s1 s2 s3 sm

y1 y2 y3 … /s

s 𝑦1 𝑦2 𝑦𝑚−1…

si = tanh(W ⋅ yi−1 + U ⋅ si−1 + 𝐂 ⋅ 𝐜𝐢 )

Attention

si−1 hj−1

ቁvij = va
T tanh ቀWsasi−1 +Whahj

αij = softmax vij

ci =

j=1

n

αijhj

Wsa Wha

tanh

va

si−1 hj

Wsa Wha

tanh

va

… …

softmax

mul{h1, … , hn}

ci





who is Michelle Obama 
married to in 1992 ?

which city hosted Summer 

Olympic in 2008 ?

Knowledge-based QA (KBQA)

Table-based QA (TBQA)

Michelle Obama

Beijing



• Entity
Objects/Values in the world

• Predicate
Relation between two connected entities

• CVT (Compound Value Type)
Not a real-world entity, but is used to collect multiple 
fields of an event

• Fact
Triple, which connects two entities
Event, which connects multiple entities via a CVT node



Natural Language 
Question

Knowledge Base

Logical Form 
(LF)

Answer 
Candidates

Execution 
using LF

Answer 
Ranking

Answer 
Output

Answer 
Output

Semantic Parsing-based 
KBQA

Answer Ranking-based 
KBQA





▪ Answer Ranking-based KBQA

1. How to select answer candidates?

2. How to represent answer candidates?

3. How to rank answer candidates?



expression

expression ≔ constant | variable function application

function ≔ 𝜆 variable . expression

application ≔ expression expression



China, Bill Gates,Mount Everest, 2017,…



x, y, z, …



λx . Place_Of_Birth(Barack Obama, x)

the argument
of the function

the definition
of the function



the first expression the second expression

λxλy. Place_Of_Birth x, y λx. (x = Barack Obama)

λy. Place_Of_Birth Barack Obama, y



Natural Language 

Logical Form

Semantic Parsing

Grammar-based 

Semantic Parsing

Neural Network-based 

Semantic Parsing



Natural Language Question

Semantic Rule-Driven CYK Parsing

Logical Form Ranking

… …



border ≔ (S\NP)/NP ∶

natural 
language

syntax semantics

A CCG Rule Example

syntactic semantic

• Syntactic symbols: S, N, NP, ADJ and PP
• Syntactic combinator: / and \
• Slashes specify combination orders and directions

• Match natural 
language input

• λ-Calculus expression
• Sematic types are the logical forms of the natural 

language parts



State borders New Mexico

NP (S\NP)/NP NP

S\NP

>

<
S

KB

Arizona, Colorado, Oklahoma, Texas



Texas borders New Mexico

borders(texas, new_mexico)

Texas := NP : texas

borders := (S \ NP) / NP : λx.λy.borders(y, x)

New Mexico := NP : new_mexico

use rules to extract all 
possible <Q, LF> pairs

1. maximize the likelihood:

2. keep CCG rules that occur in the highest 
scoring derivations of training data



lexical semantic

X → 𝛼 𝛽

a sequence of terminal 
and non-terminal symbols

the logical 
form of 𝜶

[Person] → Tom Hanks Tom Hanks

[Film] → the moive starred by Person 1 λx. Film_Actor_Film( Person 1, x)

Category

Non-terminal symbols in 𝛼
and 𝛽 should have 1-to-1 

correspondence.

[Film] → the moive starred by Tom Hanks λx. Film_Actor_Film(Tom Hanks, x)



the movie starred by Tom Hanksdirector of

director of [Film]

the movie starred by [Person]

𝛌𝐱𝛌𝐲. Film_Film_Director(y, 𝐱) ∧ Film_Actor_Film(Tom Hanks, y)

Tom Hanks

entity linking

λy. Film_Actor_Film(Tom Hanks, y)

SCFG rule matching

SCFG rule matching

Lots of semantic derivations will 
be generated during this procedure.



the movie starred by Tom Hanks

Subject Entity Predicate Object Entity

Tom Hanks Film_Actor_Film Saving Private Ryan

Tom Hanks Film_Actor_Film Forrest Gump

… … …

Subject Entity Predicate Object Entity

Saving Private Ryan Film_Film_Director Steven Spielberg

Forrest Gump Film_Film_Director Robert Zemeckis

… … …

director of

director of [Film]

the movie starred by [Person]

𝝀𝒙. Film_Film_Director([Film], 𝒙)

Tom Hanks

entity linking

𝜆𝑥. Film_Actor_Film(Tom Hanks, 𝑥)

SCFG rule matching

SCFG rule matching

answer lookup

answer lookup

Using internal answers for 
pruning can greatly reduce 
the size of the search space.



Paired Entities of a 
given KB Predicate

Passage Retrieval 
from Raw Text

Relation Patterns

Film.Film.Director

<Forrest Gump, Robert Zemeckis>
<Titanic, James Cameron>
<Rain Man, Barry Levinson>
…

Film.Film.Director

[Director] is director of [Film] 0.84
[Film] was a movie directed by [Director] 0.81
[Director] was famous as the director of [Film] 0.77
… …

Robert Zemeckis is director of Forrest Gump

Titanic was a movie directed by James Cameron

Barry Levinson was famous as the director of Rain Man

Director →
is director of Film 1 λx. Film_Director_Film(x, Film 1)



people who have lived in Seattle ?Question

PlaceLived. Location. Seattle𝛌-DCS

𝛌-Calculus λx. ∃y. PlaceLived(x, y) ∧ Location(y, Seattle)



.

⊓

⊔

Seattle ↔ λx. [x = Seattle]

PlaceOfBirth ↔ λxλy. PlaceOfBirth(x, y)

PlaceOfBirth. Seattle ↔ λx. PlaceOfBirth(x, Seattle)

Profession. Scientist ⊓ PlaceOfBirth. Seattle ↔ λx. Profession x, Scientist ∧ PlaceOfBirth(x, Seattle)

Directed_By. TomHanks ⊔ Starred_By. TomHanks ↔ λx. Directed_By x, Tom Hanks ∨ Starred_By(x, TomHanks)



what

city

was

Obama born

?

BarackObama Place_of_Birth

Place_of_Birth.BarackObamaType.City

Type.City ⊓ Place_of_Birth.BarackObama



initial weights

(1, 1, . . . , 1)
1st round parsing

Logical Form N-best

T1

T2

T3

T4

T5

Answer N-best

A1

A2

A3

A4

A5

< 𝒟, መ𝒜 >= argmax<𝒟,𝒜>∈ℋ(𝒬)

exp{σ𝑗 𝝀𝒋 ⋅ ℎ𝑗(𝒟,𝒜, 𝒬)}

σ<𝒟′,𝒜′>∈ℋ(𝒬) exp{σ𝑗 𝜆𝑗 ⋅ ℎ𝑗(𝒟
′, 𝒜′, 𝒬)}



updated weights

(0.2, -1.3, . . . , 0.7)

Logical Form N-best

T3

T5

T1

T4

T2

Answer N-best

A3

A5

A1

A4

A2
1st round optimization

(SGD is used)

< 𝒟, መ𝒜 >= argmax<𝒟,𝒜>∈ℋ(𝒬)

exp{σ𝑗 𝝀𝒋 ⋅ ℎ𝑗(𝒟,𝒜, 𝒬)}

σ<𝒟′,𝒜′>∈ℋ(𝒬) exp{σ𝑗 𝜆𝑗 ⋅ ℎ𝑗(𝒟
′, 𝒜′, 𝒬)}



Encoder Decoder

dallas to san francisco leaving after 4 in the afternoon please (Lambda $0 e (and (>(departure_time $0) 1600:ti) (from $0 dallas:ci) (to $0 sf:ci)) )



and <n> <n> <n> </s>

> <n> 1600:ti </s> from    $0  dallas:ci </s> to       $0      sf:ci    </s>

departure_time      $0      </s> 

dallas to san francisco leaving after 
4 in the afternoon please

…

lambda    $0       e      <n> </s>

seq-to-tree

▪ <n>: a non-terminal, which represents 
a complete logical form subtree

▪ Each <n> will be further decoded into 
a new logical form sequence

▪ Decoding will be terminated, when no 
<n> is left in the generated sequence



▪ Semantic Parsing-based KBQA

1. What is logical form?

2. How to parse a question into its logical form?

3. How to execute a logical form against KB?





Natural Language Question Answer Entity CandidateKB

Question Feature Extraction Answer Feature Extraction

Question Features Answer Features

Learning-to-Rank 
Model



what is the name of Justin Bieber brother

what

is

name

the brother

Justin Bieber

nsubj

det prep_of

nn nn

attr

Question Graph (QG) Topic Graph (TG)

Justin 
Bieber

London Person

MaleCVT

Jazmyn 
Bieber

Male Person

Jaxon
Bieber

Male Person

person.sibling_s

place_of_birth type

gender

siblingsibling

type typegendergender

ℎ𝑖(𝑄𝐺, 𝑇𝐺; 𝐴) Each feature is a pairwise concatenation of a question graph feature 
and a topic graph feature of a specific answer node candidate.



Natural Language Question Answer Entity CandidateKB

Answer-aware 
Question Generation

Original Question Generated Question

String Similarity 
Model



Ranking Model
(question-generated question)

which  city  was  Obama  born  ?

date of birth Barack Obama city place of birth Barack Obama

DataOfBirth.BarackObama Type.City ∩ PlaceOfBirth.BarackObama

Predicate POS Question Generation Pattern

NP What TYPE is the NP of ENTITY ?

NP VP What NP is VP by ENTITY ?

… …



Natural Language Question Answer Entity CandidateKB

Question Encoder

(word embedding, CNN, RNN,…)

Answer Encoder

(word embedding, CNN, RNN,…)

Question Embedding Answer Embedding

Distance on 
Embedding Space



Who did Clooney marry in 1987?
K. Preston

G. Clooney

Honolulu

1987

J. Travolta

Model

embedding matrix 𝑊 embedding matrix 𝑊
dot product

𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒(𝑞, 𝑎)

embedding of 𝑞 embedding of 𝑎

answer 
candidate

binary encoding of 𝑞 binary encoding of 𝑎



Natural Language Question Answer Entity CandidateKB

Answer Subgraph 
Extraction

Original Question Answer Subgraph

Ranking using a set of 
Question-Subgraph features





http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/sempre/

what is the name of Justin Bieber brother ?

http://www.freebase.com/view/en/justin_bieber

Jazmyn Bieber

what state does Salena Gomez ?

http://www.freebase.com/view/en/selena_gomez

New York City

http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/sempre/


0
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F1 Score

Berant 2013 Bao 2014 Bordes 2014 Berant 2014 Dong 2015 Yang 2014

Yao 2015 Bao+Yang2015 Berant 2015 Yih 2015 Xu 2016 Cheng2017

SP
ARSP

AR AR SP

SP

ARAR

AR
SP

SP

• AR: Answer Ranking-based 
KBQA

• SP: Semantic Parsing-based 
KBQA

• AR-based methods perform 
better than SP-based methods



Host Cities of Summer Olympic Games

• Table Cell
Objects/Values in the world

• Table Header
The type of table cells in the same column

• Table Row
A record of an information piece

• Table Caption
Summary of the entire table



Knowledge Base Table

Schema Well-defined Flexible

Type of Knowledge Common Knowledge
(Person, Location, Organization, Film, …)

Both Common and Domain Knowledge
(Product, Finance, Sport, Profession, …)

Size Large-scale Even larger

Data Quality High Moderate

Operability Hard Easy



COUNT MAX MIN … NULL

αt
inp

= Winpht
enc

βinp = softmax(αinp)

κagg =
t
βt
inp

ht
enc

αagg = Wagg tanh Vaggκagg + bagg + cagg

Operator Selection

Column Selection

αj
sel = Wsel tanh Vselκsel + Vcej

c

Pointer Network αs,t
ptr

= Wptr tanh Uptrgs + Vptrht

SELECT COUNT 

CFL Team FROM CFLDraft

WHERE College = “York”









Document

Question:
when were women allowed to vote in the usa?

Answer:
Ratified on August 18, 1920, the 19th Amendment to 
the U.S. Constitution granted American women the 

right to vote—a right known as woman suffrage.

Passage Retrieval

Question-Passage 
Matching

Answer Candidate:
1. Ratified on August 18, 1920, the 19th Amendment to the U.S. Constitution granted

American women the right to vote—a right known as woman suffrage.

2. It was not until 1848 that the movement for women’s rights launched on a national level .

3. Following the convention, the demand for the vote became a centerpiece of the women’s 
rights movement.

4. …



FAQ Pairs

what is the different between red 
pepper and cayenne pepper?

Question-Question 
Matching

Question-Answer 
Matching



▪ Question-Answer matching



question answer candidate

Question 
Representation

Interaction

Scoring

Answer 
Representation



question

embedding of 𝑞

answer 
candidate

embedding of 𝑎
𝑣𝐴 =

1

|𝐴|


𝑗=1

|𝐴|

𝑣𝐴𝑗𝑣𝑄 =
1

|𝑄|


𝑖=1

|𝑄|

𝑣𝑄𝑖



question answer candidate

𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑒(𝑣𝑞 , 𝑣𝑎)



Drawback: defer the interaction between 
question and answer in the final MLP

convolution
pooling

more convolution 
and pooling

fixed-size vector



Drawback: defer the interaction between 
question and answer in the final MLP

Advantage: integrate external features 

into the end-to-end model



Advantage: let question and answer 
interact in early stage

different feature 
types



• Attention allows question 
and answer to interact with 
each other

• Pooling takes the most 
influential ones for ranking



s Q, A = uTf(vQ
TM 1:r vA + V

vQ
vA

+ b)



question answer candidate

…

…

…

…

…

…

Mean/Max Pooling Mean/Max Pooling

Cosine

𝑣𝑄 𝑣𝐴
𝑖𝑡 = 𝜎 𝑊𝑖𝑥𝑡 + 𝑈𝑖ℎ𝑡−1 + 𝑏𝑖

𝑓𝑡 = 𝜎 𝑊𝑓𝑥𝑡 + 𝑈𝑓ℎ𝑡−1 + 𝑏𝑓

𝑜𝑡 = 𝜎 𝑊𝑜𝑥𝑡 + 𝑈𝑜ℎ𝑡−1 + 𝑏𝑜

ሚ𝐶𝑡 = 𝑡𝑎𝑛ℎ 𝑊𝑐𝑥𝑡 + 𝑈𝑐ℎ𝑡−1 + 𝑏𝑐

𝐶𝑡 = 𝑖𝑡 ∗ ሚ𝐶𝑡 + 𝑓𝑡 ∗ 𝐶𝑡−1

ℎ𝑡 = 𝑜𝑡 ∗ tanh(𝐶𝑡)

𝐿 = max{0,1 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑞, 𝑎+ + 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑒(𝑞, 𝑎−)}



question answer candidate

…

…

…

…

…

…

Mean/Max Pooling Mean/Max Pooling

Cosine

attention

𝑣𝑄 𝑣𝐴



question answer candidate

…

…

…

…

…

…

Convolution Layer

Pooling

Output

Convolution Layer

Pooling

Output

Cosine

𝑣𝑄 𝑣𝐴



𝑠 𝑄𝑖 , 𝐴𝑗 = 𝑓(𝑣𝑄𝑖
T 𝑀 1:𝑟 𝑣𝐴𝑗 + 𝑉

𝑣𝑄𝑖
𝑣𝐴𝑗

+ 𝑏)

For the interaction tensor, the top k values of each slice of 
the tensor are returned to form a vector. Then, these vectors 
are further concatenated to a single vector for MLP.









Flappy Bird is a 2013 mobile game,
developed by Vietnam-based developer
Dong Nguyen and published by GEARS
Studios, a small, independent game
developer also based in Vietnam.

Question: When was Flappy Bird released?

Answer: 2013

Question: Where was Barack Obama born?

Answer: Honolulu

Knowledge-based QG 

(KBQG)

Passage-based QG 

(PBQG)



Answer Sentence “Cut”

1. words overlapped with Q are preserved;
2. A is reduced to its semantic or syntactic class;
3. non-leaves, which don’t have any question 

word or answer offspring, are reduced to their 
semantic or syntactic class;

4. all remaining leaves are preserved.

Fertility Table 𝐧(𝛟|𝐀𝐢)

guarantee the number of words in the cut and the 
number of words in the question match 

Replace Table 𝐭(𝐐𝐣|𝐀𝐢)

replace answer words with question words

Distortion Table d(𝐣|𝐢)

permute the question words, in order to obtain a 
well-formed, grammatical question

trained 
by IBM 
models



Sentence Simplification

simplify input sentence by removing phrases 
with predefined types

Question Transformation

1. select a noun phrase as answer and 
remove it

2. decompose the main verb and invert 
the subject and auxiliary verb

3. insert one of the possible question 
phrases (who, when, where, what, which, 
why, and how)

Question Ranking

rank generated questions using a set of 
features combined by logistic regression



Passage/Answer

Passage Encoder Question Decoder

Generated Question



The original theatre royal in Newcastle was opened on 21 January 1788 and was located on Mosley street . 
 When did the theater in Newcastle originally open ?

Peyton Manning became the first quarterback ever to lead two different teams to multiple super bowls . 
 How many teams has Manning played for that reached the super bowl , while he was on their team ?

On 7 January 1943 , at the age of 86 , Tesla died alone in room 3327 of the New Yorker hotel . 
 How old was Tesla when he died ?



Flappy      Bird         is           a         2013   mobile   game  developed  by       Dong Nguyen

when                was               the                game             <unk>          <unk>            created

rj = σ(Wrxj + Urhj−1)

zj = σ(Wzxj + Uzhj−1)

෨hj = tanh Wxj + U rj ∘ hj−1

hj = zj ෨hj + 1 − zj hj−1

)ri = σ(Wryi−1 + Ursi−1 + Crci

)zi = σ(Wzyi−1 + Uzsi−1 + Czci

si = tanh Wyi−1 + U ri ∘ si−1 + Cci

si = zisi + 1 − zi si−1

ci =

j=1

|X|

αijhj

αij =
exp(eij)

σ
k=1
|X| )exp( eik

eij = va
T tanh(Wasi−1 + Uahj)

𝐕𝐐

𝐕𝐗

Attention
cannot handle 

unknown words

p(yi|si, yi−1, ci) =
exp(yi

TWoti)

σyk∈VQ
exp(yk

TWoti)

ti = maxout(Uosi + Voyi−1 + Coci)



Flappy      Bird         is           a         2013   mobile   game  developed  by       Dong Nguyen

when                was               the                game              Flappy            Bird              created

Attention Copy

pcopy(yi = xj|X) =
αij

σt∈{1,…, X }αit

gi = MLP(si, ci)

𝐕𝐐 ∪ 𝐕𝐗

𝐕𝐗

pcombine yi si, yi−1, ci, X =
gip yi si, yi−1, ci + 1 − gi pcopy(yi|X)

Copy mechanism allows decoder 
using input passage vocabulary 
in question generation.



when                was               the                game              Flappy            Bird              created

Attention Copy

pcopy(yi = xj|X) =
αij

σt∈{1,…, X }αit

gi = MLP(si, ci)

𝐕𝐐 ∪ 𝐕𝐗

pcombine yi si, yi−1, ci, X =
gip yi si, yi−1, ci + 1 − gi pcopy(yi|X)

Flappy      Bird         is           a         2013   mobile   game  developed  by       Dong Nguyen

𝐕𝐗

Add more knowledge in passage encoding

• Answer position
• Entities occurred in passage
• Syntactic types (NP, VP) of passage spans
• …

Answer Person entityGame Entity



▪ After the death of Tugh Temür in 1332 and subsequent death of Rinchinbal ( emperor Ningzong ) the same year , the 
13-year-old Toghun Temür ( emperor Huizong ) , the last of the nine successors of Kublai Khan , was summoned back 
from Guangxi and succeeded to the throne .

▪ when did Tugh Temür die ?

in what year did Tugh Temür die ?

in what year did the death of Rinchinbal die ? 

in what year did the death of Tugh die ?

in what year did the death of Rinchinbal Temür occur ?

in what year did the death of Tugh Temür occur ?

12.99



Structured Data

Structured Data Encoder Question Decoder

Generated Question



<Andy Lippincott, Character_Created_By, Garry Trudeau> 
 What American cartoonist is the creator of Andy Lippincott? 

<Fires Creek, Contained_By, Nantahala National Forest> 
 Which forest is Fires Creek in?

<Jimmy Neutron, Fictional_Character_Occupation, Inventor> 
 What does Jimmy Neutron do?



Ground 

Truth
what city was Alex Golfis born in

Beam 1 where was Alex Golfis born

Beam 2 what is Alex Golfis 's place of birth ?

Beam 3 where was Alex Golfis born ?

Beam 4 which city is Alex Golfis from

Beam 5 what was Alex Golfis 's place of birth ?

<Alex Golfis, Place_of_Birth, Athens>

KBQG



▪ <Dana Stevens, Film.Writer.Film, Blink>

▪ what is a film that Dana Stevens wrote ?

what film did Dana Stevens write 

what film did Dana Stevens write ?

what is a film that Dana Stevens wrote ?

what is a film that Dana Stevens wrote

what is the name of a film that was written by Dana Stevens

39.12





Question Generation for Question Answering

A Joint Model for Question Answering and Question Generation

Question Answering and Question Generation as Dual Tasks

Semi-Supervised QA with Generative Domain-Adaptive 
Nets

















when was the attack on pearl harbor?

PassageQA

The attack of Pearl Harbor was a military strike on December 7, 1941

Open IE-based QA

subject predicate predicate



Question Answering

Question Generation

𝑃 𝑄 𝑃 𝐴 𝑄 𝑃 𝐴 𝑃(𝑄|𝐴)

Language model Language model

QG modelQA model

Update QA model:

Update QG model:

+𝝀𝑸𝑨𝛁𝜽𝑸𝑨𝒍𝒅𝒖𝒂𝒍)

+𝝀𝑸𝑮 𝛁𝜽𝑸𝑮𝒍𝒅𝒖𝒂𝒍)





𝑞1 = “how tall is Kobe Bryant”

“6' 6"”

𝑞2 = “when and where was he born”

$he = “Kobe Bryant”

“Aug. 23, 1978, Philadelphia, PA”

𝑞3= “who was the president then”

+“of united states in 1978”

“Jimmy Carter”

𝑞1 = “how to split string in python”

“the method split() returns …”

𝑞2 = “how to read file”

+“in python”

𝑞1 = “what is deep learning”

“a set of techniques for training neural …”

𝑞2 = “what is Michael Jordan working on”

+“the UC Berkeley professor”

• Anaphora/co-reference resolution

• Explicit + Implicit context

• Intent completion

• Context from previous answers

• Context beyond entities

• Intent disambiguation

Core Technologies
• Conversational Question Understanding

• Intent clarification 

• Multi-turn/Context

• NLU

• Conversational answer generation

• QA/MRC

• Machine Writing (NL answer conversion)



Source Model
𝑃𝑆(𝐴𝑆|𝑄𝑆)

Target Model
𝑃𝑇(𝐴𝑇|𝑄𝑇)

𝑄𝑆
𝑛𝑒𝑤 𝑄𝑇

𝑛𝑒𝑤

𝐴𝑆
𝑛𝑒𝑤 𝐴𝑇

𝑛𝑒𝑤

Source domain 
with enough
labeled dataset

Target domain 
with limited
labeled dataset

𝐷𝑆 = { 𝑄𝑆
1, 𝐴𝑆

1 , … , 𝑄𝑆
𝑁, 𝐴𝑆

𝑁 }

𝐴𝑆 = {𝐴𝑆
1, … , 𝐴𝑆

𝑁}

𝑄𝑆 = {𝑄𝑆
1, … , 𝑄𝑆

𝑁}

𝐷𝑇 = { 𝑄𝑇
1 , 𝐴𝑇

1 , … , 𝑄𝑇
𝐿 , 𝐴𝑇

𝐿 }

𝐴𝑇 = {𝐴𝑇
1 , … , 𝐴𝑇

𝐿 }

𝑄𝑇 = {𝑄𝑇
1 , … , 𝑄𝑇

𝐿}

• Transfer learning
• Multi-task learning
• Semi-supervised learning
• …



▪ Fusion of image and question

Research 
Focus

What is the mustache made of?

bananas

VQA System





▪ KBQA
▪ WebQuestions (Stanford)

▪ https://nlp.stanford.edu/software/sempre/

▪ SimpleQuestions (Facebook)
▪ https://research.fb.com/downloads/babi/

▪ TableQA

▪ https://nlp.stanford.edu/blog/wikitablequestions-a-complex-real-world-question-understanding-dataset/

▪ PassageQA
▪ WikiQA (Microsoft Research)

▪ https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/research/publication/wikiqa-a-challenge-dataset-for-open-domain-question-answering/

▪ CommunityQA
▪ Question Pairs (Quora)

https://data.quora.com/First-Quora-Dataset-Release-Question-Pairs

▪ Task 3: Community QA (SemEval)
http://alt.qcri.org/semeval2017/index.php?id=tasks

▪ Machine Reading Comprehension
▪ SQuAD (Stanford)

https://rajpurkar.github.io/SQuAD-explorer/

▪ MS MARCO (Microsoft)
▪ http://www.msmarco.org/

http://cs.nyu.edu/~kcho/DMQA/

https://nlp.stanford.edu/software/sempre/
https://research.fb.com/downloads/babi/
https://nlp.stanford.edu/blog/wikitablequestions-a-complex-real-world-question-understanding-dataset/
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/research/publication/wikiqa-a-challenge-dataset-for-open-domain-question-answering/
https://data.quora.com/First-Quora-Dataset-Release-Question-Pairs
http://alt.qcri.org/semeval2017/index.php?id=tasks
https://rajpurkar.github.io/SQuAD-explorer/
http://www.msmarco.org/
http://cs.nyu.edu/~kcho/DMQA/


▪ KBQA
▪ NLPCC2016-KBQA (NLPCC & Microsoft Research Asia)

▪ http://tcci.ccf.org.cn/conference/2016/pages/page05_evadata.html

NLPCC & Microsoft Research Asia

http://tcci.ccf.org.cn/conference/2017/taskdata.php

▪ NLPCC2016-DBQA (NLPCC & Microsoft Research Asia)

▪ http://tcci.ccf.org.cn/conference/2016/pages/page05_evadata.html

NLPCC & Microsoft Research Asia

http://tcci.ccf.org.cn/conference/2017/taskdata.php

http://tcci.ccf.org.cn/conference/2016/pages/page05_evadata.html
http://tcci.ccf.org.cn/conference/2017/taskdata.php
http://tcci.ccf.org.cn/conference/2016/pages/page05_evadata.html
http://tcci.ccf.org.cn/conference/2017/taskdata.php


# of <Question, Triple, Answer> Triples

Train set 14,609

Test set 9,870

# of <Subject, Predicate, Object> Triples

Chinese KB 47,943,429



▪ 首尔地铁共有260多个车站,每站都有很多出口。 1

# of <Question, Document, Answer> Triples

Train set 8,772

Test set 5,779



KBQA Submissions Rank (by F1 Score)

北京大学 1

国防科学技术大学 2

华中师范大学 3

哈尔滨工业大学 (HIT-SCIR) 4

东北大学 (自然语言处理实验室) 5

Harbin ShenZhi Technology Co., Ltd. 6

哈尔滨工业大学 (机器智能与翻译实验室) 7

西南交通大学 (信息科学与技术学院) 8

中科院自动化所 (CBrain Team) 9

郑州大学 (自然语言处理实验室) 10

华东理工大学 (NLP and Big Data Lab) 11

北京航空航天大学 12

山西大学 13

北京理工大学 (计算机学院) 14

浙江大学 15

同济大学 & Tokushima University 16

大连理工大学 17

Late Submissions

哈尔滨工业大学 (ITNLP Group) -

复旦大学 (计算机学院) -

北京理工大学 (自动化学院) -

重庆理工大学 (计算机学院) -

DBQA Submissions Rank (by MRR)

复旦大学 1

中科院自动化所 (CBrain Team) 2

哈尔滨工业大学 (机器智能与翻译实验室) [Secondary] 3

哈尔滨工业大学 (机器智能与翻译实验室) [Primary] 4

天津大学 5

黑龙江工程学院 [MART] 6

哈尔滨工业大学 (ITNLP Group) 7

黑龙江工程学院 [CA] 8

哈尔滨工业大学 (HIT-SCIR) 9

黑龙江工程学院 [LM] 10

北京航空航天大学 11

山西大学 12

大连理工大学 13

同济大学 14

东北大学 15

武汉科技大学 (NLP@WUST) 16

Harbin ShenZhi Technology Co., Ltd. 17

浙江大学 18



KBQA Submissions Rank (by F1 Score)

北京大学.name_system 1

东北大学 2

北京大学.ICL 3

浙江大学.TeamTCM 4

华中师范大学.CCNU-NLP-Blaze 5

北京大学.IASO 6

华东师范大学 7

复旦大学.XiaoCuiQA 8

DeepIntell.primary 9

DeepIntell.run1 10

DeepIntell.run2 11

东南大学.MotorQASystem 12

北京大学.strawberry 13

重庆理工大学.CQUT_AC996 14

DBQA Submissions Rank (by MRR)

复旦大学 1

北京邮电大学 2

同济大学 3

DeepIntell-1 4

天津大学 5

DeepIntell-2 6

DeepIntell-3 7

DeepIntell-4 8

华中师范大学 9

北京大学 10

浙江大学 11

网龙网络有限公司 12

北京航空航天大学 13

国防科技大学 14

华东师范大学 15

北京联合大学 16

北京大学 17

大连理工大学-1 18

大连理工大学-2 19

大连理工大学-3 20

重庆理工大学 21





















Question Answering and Question Generation as 
Dual Tasks

A Joint Model for Question Answering and Question 
Generation
















